About Mentimeter

Mentimeter makes remote work easy

Create interactive presentations & meetings, wherever you are. Get real-time input from remote teams and online students with live polls, quizzes, word clouds, Q&As and more.
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Vision
Remote work is easy

Mission
To enable interactive presentations & meetings

Values
- Interactivity
- Ease of Use
- Engagement
1. Presentations

*Build interactive presentations*

Prepare — Build interactive presentations with the easy-to-use online editor. Add questions, polls, quizzes, slides, images, gifs and more to your presentation to create fun and engaging presentations.

1.1. Questions, Polls & Quizzes

*Add questions, polls & quizzes*

1.2. Slides & Images

*Add slides, images & gifs*
2. Connections

Enable audiences to use their smartphones to connect to presentations

Engage — Your audience uses their smartphones to connect to the presentation where they can answer questions. Visualize their responses in real-time to create a fun and interactive experience.

2.1. Q&A

Enable audiences to answer questions

2.2. Visualization

Visualize responses in real-time
3. Results

*Share and export response results*

Follow-up — Once your Mentimeter presentation is over, share and export your results for further analysis and even compare data over time to measure the progress of your audience.

3.1. Analyses

*Analyze results*

3.2. Metrics

*Compare data over time to measure the progress of your audience*
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